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HUMOROUS Pardon my vocabulary, but I'm sweary AF! Indulge your internal kid as you color
imaginative styles long kept sacred by folks way more enlightened than you (but who probably also
enjoyed cursing). Item Details: For adult only (NOT FOR CHILDREN) Silky matte finish cover style
Printed solitary sided on bright white paper Ideal for all coloring and paint mediums Top quality 60lb
(90gsm) paper stock with complete page designs
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Perfect Perfect Great gift Love it Like my adult color books. Many of the sayings are laid on top of
the designs slice and paste style. Can be was a disappointment. didn't say how many coloring
pages there have been or what any of the remaining pages said but We was Happy when I
acquired it I actually was skeptical when I purchased this since it only showed the cover artwork,
didn't say how many coloring web pages there have been or what any of the remaining pages said
but I was VERY happy when I acquired it, my husband and I laughed our butts off looking through
it. Not for the thin of pores and skin. I couldn't become more pleased with this purchase, I bought
this one for a friend who includes a stressful few weeks ahead of her and needed a convenient
method to decompress but now I'm thinking that I want one too! Solitary sided so that you can
make use of markers (just have several linens of scrap paper behind it or tear the page out) the
book is taller than some. There exists a spelling mistake (find pic), but I think that makes it even
funnier. I purchased it to provide as a gag gift and I'm tempted to eliminate that page. Funny but not
the best It's funny, but some of the sayings are a little out there and far longer than I anticipated.
There was also a typo using one of the pages. My copy didn't have a typo. You decide for
yourself.It's a decent gag present with some funny phrases, but so far as quality there's almost
none to speak of. There are a few typos, the pages aren't actually perforated for easy tear away,
and the art is B level. Also, the "eggplant emoji edition" doesn't mean anything plus some of the
phrases are just weird page fillers. Good for laughs though.In comparison to my $11 enchanted
forest book, this book isn't very good. This book has paper that appears to just be standard printer
paper, thin and rough. This book makes me lol so much. One sided pages make sense considering
its likely someone will want to remove web pages, but the lack of perforation makes it a great deal
harder to take action which is irritating. Also the artwork seriously isn't clean, the lines are messy,
the patterns are inconsistant, and the collection work is considerably thicker than it really is in the
enchanted forest book. I would say this is the quality of art you would expect to find at the dollar
shop, printed on printer paper, but it's funny and the patterns are innovative. Could it be worth $5?
It's OK quality. Hilarious! Just got this today and it's hilarious! I'd have trained with 5 stars except that
one of the pages includes a typo ("in" rather than "is"), which I look at a major screw-up in a
published book. Love this book Pretty amusing book We was concerned that id hatr it since there
were no picturea This book is excellent! It was still a fun gag gift, but I believe there's better types for
the same price. Included a picture so please don't let other reviews transformation your mind about
this book! I unquestionably love it. Some of these pages really make me giggle. Funny adult coloring
book Purchased as a gift. Typo using one of the pages, otherwise nice This book is really cute and
funny. Adding to my various other foul words book Great book, great phrases, love it LOL worthy
Because the kids say these days. The paper isn't too bad, it's thin but not uncomfortably thin.
Plenty of detail and it will definitely keep you busy for a while! There are 36 webpages to color, in
the event anyone is wanting to know. Person said it had been hilarious and fun!Disappointing It has
typos and the designs aren't very original. It came early. Definitely do it! There are about 1/4 as
much pages in this book as there are in the enchanted forest book, and the webpages in the
enchanted forest book are double sided, thicker even more heavyweight paper that is also
smoother. Limited to those with a great love of life and foul mouth.various other coloring books that
is cool. You can find 32 coloring web pages with consistent humor throughout, the backs of the
webpages are black so no color shows through and you're not losing art if you rip a full page out.
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